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Bosch DDH361 36V Brute Tough™ ½" Cordless Drill/Driver and HDH361 36V Brute Tough™ ½" Cordless
Hammer Drill/Driver Deliver Both Power and Protection

Bosch DDH361 36V Brute Tough™ ½" Cordless Drill/Driver and
HDH361 36V Brute Tough™ ½" Cordless Hammer Drill/Driver
Deliver Both Power and Protection
From day-to-day construction tasks to the toughest concrete and metal applications
Mt. Prospect, Ill., November 21, 2017 – The Bosch DDH361 36V Brute Tough™ ½" drill/driver and corresponding Bosch
HDH361 Brute Tough™ ½" hammer drill/driver deliver corded tool power and performance in a versatile cordless tool.
The Bosch DDH361 36V drill/driver supplies 885 In.-Lbs. of max torque and no-load rpm of 0-1,800 to handle jobs all over the
jobsite. The Bosch HDH361 36V Hammer Drill/Driver delivers 885 In.-Lbs. of max torque, a no-load bpm of 0-27,000 and a noload rpm of 0-1,800. This is one hammer drill that can handle tough materials that range from concrete to metal.
At only 4 lbs. for DDH361 and 4.25 lbs. for HDH361 (tool only, not including battery), these tools are easy to carry and maneuver
on the job. Each has two speed settings – one for high-power tasks (0-420 rpm) and one for high-speed drilling (0-1,800 rpm).

Click to Tweet: .@BoschToolsNA DDH361 36V drill/driver and HDH361 drill/driver deliver corded tool
power and performance in cordless tool #Bosch #Powertools
The Bosch DDH361 36V drill/driver and Bosch HDH361 36V hammer drill/driver feature Bosch-exclusive Kickback Control, an
integrated acceleration sensor that limits tool rotation by detecting sudden movement and shutting down the motor. The
feature mitigates injury risk in bind-up situations.
The tools also include a 25+1 precision clutch for more accurate fastener driving and reduced over tightening. Not only will the
user see fewer damaged screw heads and bits, but longer life and less wear on the tool. In addition, the tools are built with an
all-metal chuck to stand up to severe jobsite conditions and provide high clamping force to stop bit slippage. A 360° Sure-Grip
side-assist handle features a tongue-and-groove locking structure to increase control and manageability. And the tools are
made with flexible Durashield housing that’s designed to withstand accidental drops on concrete.
The Bosch 36V drill/driver and Bosch 36V hammer drill/driver include Bosch-exclusive Electronic Cell Protection (ECP) that
protects the battery against overload, overheating and deep discharge for longer life. Likewise, Bosch Electronic Motor
Protection (EMP) protects the motor against overload with integrated temperature management. A four-pole brushed motor not
only makes the tools more powerful, but also more efficient in battery usage.
Bosch DDH361 36V Cordless Drill/Driver and HDH361 36V Cordless Hammer Drill/Driver Fact Box
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The Bosch Group is a leading global supplier of technology and services. The company employs roughly 390,000 associates

worldwide (as of December 31, 2016) and generated sales of 73.1 billion euros ($80.9 billion) in 2016. Its operations are divided
into four business sectors: Mobility Solutions, Industrial Technology, Consumer Goods, and Energy and Building Technology. As
a leading IoT company, Bosch offers innovative solutions for smart homes, smart cities, connected mobility, and connected
industry. It uses its expertise in sensor technology, software, and services, as well as its own IoT cloud, to offer its customers
connected, cross-domain solutions from a single source. The Bosch Group’s strategic objective is to create solutions for a
connected life, and to improve quality of life worldwide with products and services that are innovative and spark enthusiasm. In
short, Bosch creates technology that is “Invented for life.” The Bosch Group comprises Robert Bosch GmbH and its roughly 440
subsidiaries and regional companies in some 60 countries. Including sales and service partners, Bosch’s global manufacturing,
engineering, and sales network covers nearly every country in the world. The basis for the company’s future growth is its
innovative strength. At 120 locations across the globe, Bosch employs 59,000 associates in research and development.
Additional information is available online at www.bosch.com, www.bosch-press.com, http://twitter.com/BoschPresse.
Exchange rate: 1 EUR = $1.1069
Bosch in North America
In the U.S., Canada and Mexico, the Bosch Group manufactures and markets automotive original equipment and aftermarket
products, industrial drives and control technology, power tools, security and communication systems, packaging technology,
thermotechnology, household appliances, healthcare telemedicine and software solutions. For more information, please visit
www.boschusa.com, www.bosch.com.mx and www.bosch.ca.www.boschusa.com.
About Robert Bosch Tool Corporation
Robert Bosch Tool Corporation, the Power Tools Division of North America, was formed in January 2003 when Robert Bosch
GmbH combined its North American diverse power tool and accessories businesses into one organization. As a manufacturing
pioneer with more than a century’s worth of experience, the Bosch name has become synonymous with engineering excellence.
Located throughout North America as part of the global power tools division, Bosch associates maintain a legacy of world-class
design, manufacture and sale for power tools, rotary and oscillating tools, accessories and measuring tools. For more
information, call toll-free 877-BOSCH-99 (877-267-2499) or visit www.boschtools.com.
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